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Abstract. More and more businesses use social media to advertise their services.
Such businesses typically maintain online social network accounts and regularly
update their pages with advertisement messages describing new products and
promotions. One recent trend in such businesses’ activity is to offer incentives to
individual users for re-posting the advertisement messages to their own profiles,
thus making it visible to more and more users. A common type of an incentive
puts all the re-posting users into a random draw for a valuable gift. Understanding
the dynamics of user engagement into the re-posting activity can shed light on
social influence mechanisms and help determine the optimal incentive value to
achieve a large viral cascade of advertisement. We have collected approximately
1800 advertisement messages from social media site VK.com and all the subse‐
quent reposts of those messages, together with all the immediate friends of the
reposting users. In addition to that, approximately 150000 non-advertisement
messages with their reposts were collected, amounting to approximately 6.5 M
of reposts in total. This paper presents the results of the analysis based on these
data. We then discuss the problem of maximizing a repost cascade size under a
given budget.

Keywords: Social media · Reposts · Information cascades · Viral advertisements ·
Influence maximization

1 Introduction

Social media sites host large amounts of data about users’ social connections, preferences
and decisions. The largest one, Facebook.com, has more than 1.3 B registered users,
Twitter has 316 M users active in any given month, and VK.com has over 300 M regis‐
tered users, with over 70 M visiting the site on a daily basis (https://vk.com/about). There
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are hundreds of other social media sites, created for different purposes. In [1] social
networking sites are defined as “web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct
a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users
with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and
those made by others within the system”. The latter connections may be called “friends”,
“followers”, etc. A majority of social media sites offers to its users the ability to share
posts (or links to 3rd party site) with other users. Such exchanges are typically done
through one’s public front page, often referred to as “wall”.

Importantly, the shared content can be shared further, reaching larger and larger
audience in a cascading manner, and this phenomenon can be strategically exploited.
The set of social media site users includes businesses and public figures; usually, the
sites provide special interfaces for such entities, where they create and manage “public
pages”. However, at some sites (e.g. Twitter), the businesses are provided with exactly
the same type of the page as regular users. Nowadays, many businesses maintain their
presence in the social media, aiming at reaching more customers through it. Typically,
businesses regularly update their social media pages with descriptions of new products
and services. Social media sites offer different possibilities of promotion of these pages;
one of the most widely offered types is purchasing of impressions of the post to other
users in a special part of social media site page intended for ads. Part of the impressions
would attract users to go to the public page of the business being advertised. Then, some
users may share the posts they saw on business public page to their own profile, so that
their friends would see them, too. In some cases that may lead to viral message spread,
and long reposting cascades.

One of the most recent trends in social media advertising is to offer incentives to the
users, who would repost the message to their own profile, thus making it visible to their
peers. Often, the incentive is the possibility to participate in a random draw for some
valuable gift. Sometimes, a guaranteed incentive can be offered instead – such payments
typically target special users with a large follower base, – however, this paper focuses
on the analysis of the messages that explicitly mention the gift that is up for the winning
to anyone.

The reported analyses are conducted with the data of the social media site VK.com.
It is one of the most popular social networking resources in Russia and post-USSR
countries. Its former name is “Vkontakte” (translated as “in touch”), and it is known as
a “Russian Facebook”. VK.com is the 2nd in Alexa ranking for Russia, and 21st in the
global Alexa ranking (http://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/RU).

Each user of VK.com has a profile, searchable by a numeric identifier. The profile
front page can include the user’s personal information: the first and last names, profile
picture, gender, education details, etc. Each profile page has a “wall” – a part of the page
that houses the user’s posts. Users can place posts to each other’s walls, making these
posts visible to any visitor of the respective wall. In addition to that, VK.com allows its
users to “repost” the posts they see; when a user reposts a post, it appears on their wall
with the reference to both the author of the original post and the reposting user.

Users of VK.com may add other VK.com users to their friend lists. Moreover, users
may create community pages, which can include information about the community and
the community wall. There are two types of communities: groups, and public pages.
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VK.com users may subscribe to community pages. Each logged-in user of VK.com may
see their own news feed, containing combination of recent updates on the walls of all
her friends, with all the updates on the walls of communities the user is subscribed to.
A user may comment on and/or repost the posts seen in the feed. When the user reposts
a post, their friends see this repost in their feeds; importantly, in the case when an already
reposted message is reposted again, VK.com allows its users to see the intermediaries,
i.e., enabling the tracking of the chain of reposts all the way up to the originator. This
feature makes VK.com reposts valuable for different analyses. For example,
Twitter.com does not store or reveal the intermediaries, and hence, if someone retweets
an already retweeted message, the information of all the re-tweeters except for the last
one is lost: Twitter would show that this re-tweeter re-tweeted directly the original tweet.

Summarizing the terms: wall is a part of the profile page, which stores the posts of
users or community public; post is the public message sent by VK.com user or
community to her own wall (it is equivalent to tweet on Twitter.com), repost is a post
reposted by some user from the wall of another user/community to her own wall (it is
equivalent to retweet on Twitter.com); xth level repost is the repost is the repost of the
message, which is a repost of (x − 1)th level itself. For example, a 1st level repost is a
repost of the original message, while a 2nd level repost, is a repost of the 1st level repost.

The first goal of the present research is to perform descriptive analyses of the VK.com
repost data, perform the analysis of the user base responses to the offered incentives for
reposting their advertisement posts (analyze number of reposts, depth of cascades, and
cost of the incentives), and formulate and solve the problem of maximizing a repost
cascade size under a given budget. Next, we look to design a model capturing the cascade
evolution and find a strategy to exploit cascades.

2 Related Work

In recent years, the increased availability of online social interaction data provided
opportunities to analyze information cascades in various domains. Although there is an
extensive body of work investigating such information diffusion processes (see the
review of news sharing literature [2] and one recent survey [3]), we briefly mention some
of the relevant notable studies analyzing the structural properties of information
cascades in social networks such as Facebook [4–8], Twitter [9, 10], LinkedIn [11], viral
marketing [12] and others [13, 14]. Paper [8] provides a large-scale and extensive study
(anatomy) of the photo resharing cascades in Facebook. In [12], the person-to-person
recommendation network and the dynamics of viral marketing cascades have been
investigated. Paper [14] describes the diffusion patterns (mainly, tree depth and tree size)
arising from seven online domains, ranging from communications platforms to
networked games to microblogging services, each involving distinct types of content
and modes of sharing. Differences in the mechanics of information diffusion across
topics: idioms, political hashtags, and complex contagion on Twitter are described in
paper [9]. Although, the most widely reported statistics of diffusion cascades are size
and depth (tree size and tree depth), other interesting characteristics of cascades have
also been analyzed. For example, in [10], the Weiner index (average distance) is
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proposed as a structural characteristic of cascades and analyzed on Twitter data including
propagation of news stories, videos, images, and petitions. In [7], the authors further
investigate Weiner index and other cascade characteristics to address cascade prediction
problems on Facebook photo sharing data. The invisible or exposed audience has also
been considered, for example, in [5, 6]. For more details on the related work we refer
the reader to the aforementioned studies and the references therein.

3 Data Collection

VK.com provides application programming interface (API), through which external
clients can query details about users, their friends, public messages, community details
and messages, and so on. Queries to VK.com API can be made through HTTP protocol,
and VK.com returns the responses in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Objec‐
tive of data collection was to gather messages from community pages, and collect the
reposts of these messages, along with friends of users who reposted the messages. We
picked 8 popular VK.com communities: (news, music, sports, popular press, etc.), and
added 3 communities, which concentrate on posting advertisement messages. These
communities formed our seed set. Then, we collected all the messages, posted by these
communities; after that, we collected all the reposts of these messages up to the 14th
level, and collected the identifiers of community members, and the friends of those who
reposted messages. After the collection, about 25 GB (in text) of reposts were collected,
about 4 GB (in text) of friends and followers; there were 194,630 wall posts (from 11
groups) with about 7.2 M of reposts. Out of these posts, approximately 1800 contained
offers of some gifts for the reposts. Overall, 169,535 unique posts produced 6,585,496
of first-level reposts; 64,4850 posts produced 639,897s-level reposts; 13,862 posts
produced 46,998 third-level reposts; 2,693 posts produced 6,053 fourth-level reposts;
614 posts produced 1231 fifth-level reposts. In total, these reposts were made by approx‐
imately 1,7 M different users. Friends and followers for those 1,7 M of people were
collected, that led to 296,049,591 friends (not unique). We used distributed data collec‐
tion software [15], using 11 servers: one server in Finland (having 16 cores, 10 TB Disk
space, and 192 GB RAM), and ten servers spread over Europe (mainly, located in
Frankfurt and Amsterdam). Collection of the data took about 10 days.

4 Findings

Table 1 shows the main topic discussed in each group for all 11 groups, as well as the
number of messages gathered from each groups, the number of reposts of these messages
(taken from VK.com counters), and the average number of reposts per message for the
group. The three groups labeled “free gifts” turn out to have the highest “reposts/posts”
ratio.

Figure 1 shows a log-log plot of the probability mass function (PMF) of the repost
counts (per post): it reveals a power law, with very few post reposted more than 10000
times, and many boasting between zero and ten reposts. Table 2 shows the types of top
ten most reposted messages. The first eight of these posts were originated by the adver‐
tisement-oriented communities and had gifts offered for reposting them.
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Fig. 1. Log-Log plot of the PMF of the repost counts

Table 2. Top ten most reposted posts

# of reposts text
59,329 Apple iPhone 6 as a gift
56,823 Apple iPhone 6 as a gift
40,768 MacBook Air as a gift
40,376 iPad mini as a gift
39,106 iPad mini as a gift
29,249 Apple iPhone 6 as a gift
28,667 Apple iPhone 6 as a gift
28,222 10 kg of chocolate
27,347 PS 4 as a gift
24,688 Russian skiers got Gold medal at Olympics

Table 1. “Reposts per Post” relation

Group topic Posts Reposts Avg. # reposts
IT related news 62,053 1,892,074 30
News (RT) 34,392 1,679,802 48
News 37,176 1,705,571 45
Music radio 32,029 2,018,262 62
Sports (Olympic games) 7,772 1,022,205 131
Black and white photos 6,832 171,880 29
Popular magazine 4,607 376,966 81
Musicians 2,722 22,837 11
Free gifts 846 231,942 274
Free gifts 755 178,677 236
Free gifts 182 21,526 118
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We have read all the advertising posts and labeled them with the estimates of the
worth/value of each gift in US dollars (USD). The most expensive gift was a MacBook
Air. The average value over all the gifts was 33 USD. In total, there were about 1800 of
such advertisement messages. Figure 2 shows the number of reposts at level one, as a
function of gift value. Figure 3 shows the impact of the gift value on the 2nd level repost
volume.

Fig. 2. Number of reposts as a function of value (1st level)

Fig. 3. Number of reposts as a function of value (2nd level)

Observe that for the 1st level reposts, the number of reposts grows with the value of
an offered gift; however, on the 2nd level, many messages have a rather large number of
the reposts.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the number of 2nd level reposts on the number of
the 1st level. It can be observed that many messages having a large number of the reposts
had only few reposts on the 2nd level, and surprisingly, vice versa.
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Fig. 4. Dependency of the # of 2nd level reposts on the 1st

Figure 5 reveals the number of reposts that can be gained on average per 1 USD as
a function of the gift value. The messages, offering the most expensive gifts, can “buy”
about 50 reposts for 1 USD. The highest number of reposts per USD in our data had the
message with 700 reposts per 1 USD, that was the message offering 10 kg of chocolate.
Table 3 shows number of the reposts on different levels of the cascade. Columns repre‐
sent level of the cascade (depth of repost tree, from 1 to 8), rows represent types of the
groups.

Fig. 5. Number of reposts for 1 USD as a function of value

It can be observed that the group concentrating on posting news (labeled “News”)
has 22 reposts on the 8th level, the second largest number of reposts on this level belongs
to the popular magazine (8); meanwhile, the number of reposts for groups with free gifts
is smaller.
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Figure 6 shows exposure of the posts: total number of users who could have seen
the post in their feed, not including those who are members of the communities which
submitted the post. Minimum value of exposure equals to 1, maximal exposure is
27393223.

Fig. 6. Exposure of the posts

Next, we study the behavior of the individual users in reposting the messages of
different nature. To this end, we define different sets of circumstances under which a
user may get an opportunity to repost a message from their wall (the front page of their
account): each set of circumstances is defined by how exactly (through whom) a message
appears on the user’s wall. Set1 includes the situations where a user – referred to as ego
– receives a message (as a repost) from another user, typically a friend or a person the
ego follows – referred to as parent. Set 2 includes the situations where an ego user
receives a message directly from a group that creates it; such is the case when the ego
is subscribed to the message-originating group. Set 3 includes the situations where an
ego receives a message (as a repost) through a non-message-originating group. Note

Table 3. # of reposts on levels 1–8

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Free gifts 203436 54158 2775 237 30 10 5 2
Free gifts 460869 221745 8533 504 53 15 7 5
Sports (Olympic games) 861976 39704 3144 400 74 13 10 0
Radio 1536657 88319 6942 736 136 25 9 3
News (RT) 738606 48447 6146 962 150 31 13 0
IT related news 551794 23024 2439 424 109 27 8 2
Musicians 19119 3313 464 50 6 5 3 2
Free gifts 309978 42331 2393 225 41 16 7 2
Popular magazine 205950 11847 1641 343 102 50 18 8
Black and white photos 160441 9198 741 113 25 9 1 1
News 1536670 97809 11781 2055 500 179 68 22
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that the groups involved in the situations in Set 2 can be viewed as authorities, while the
groups involved in the situations in Set 3 can be viewed as hubs: the former groups create
original content in their main topic of choice, while the latter ones serve to expose their
users to the original content from multiple authorities, effectively filtering the diverse
content to better appeal to the subscriber base.

Our objective is to compare the behavior of the users under the circumstances falling
in Sets 1, 2 and 3. More specifically, we look to distill the drivers of the repost probability
for two kinds of messages – paid ad messages, originated by “Free gift” groups, and
non-incentivized topical messages that news, sports, or other topical groups would orig‐
inate. To this end, we collect and organize the information about all the reposting oppor‐
tunities given to VK.com users for three topical groups and three “Free gift” groups
from the beginning of Year 2015 until 01 September 2015. Using these reposting oppor‐
tunities as data points, we partition them into the three sets of circumstances described
above. Then, within each set, we fit a logistic regression model with the repost indicators
as dependent variable and the ego user and circumstance characteristics as the predictors;
here’s a list of the predictors used:

• EGO_SEX – sex of the ego (i.e., the user who has an opportunity to repost a message
from their wall), with category 1 for females and 2 for males,

• PARENT_FF – the decimal logarithm of the sum of the number of friends and the
number of followers of the parent (i.e., the user via whom a message reaches the
ego’s wall), rounded down,

• PARENT_SEX – sex of the parent, with category 1 for females and 2 for males,
• VALUE – the value of a gift offered to be won in a draw that the ego would enter if

they reposted the message in question (only for messages originated by “free gift”
groups),

• EGO_REP – the decimal logarithm of the total number of the reposts the ego did
over the period of the study, rounded down,

• REP_SEEN – the number of the reposts collected by the message in question at the
parent level at the time the message appeared on the ego’s wall.

In Table 4 we provide a representative summary of one such model run, the one for
a “Free gift” group, circumstance:

Table 4. Representative summary of a model run

Predictor Estimate Std. Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) −2.559 0.0807 < 2e − 16 ***
EGO_SEX2 −0.375 0.0323 < 2e − 16 ***
PARENT_SEX 0.294 0.0366 1.05e − 15 ***
PARENT_FF −1.212 0.0215 < 2e − 16 ***
VALUE 0.001 0.0001 < 2e − 16 ***
REP_SEEN 1.663 0.0323 < 2e − 16 ***
EGO_REP 0.445 0.018 < 2e − 16 ***
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The above results can be interpreted as follows. The baseline log-odds ratio is −2.559
for reposting on an opportunity presented to a female ego by a message that came to her
wall through a “free gift” group a female peer. If the ego was a male, that would reduce
the log-odds of reposting by 0.375. Also, if the message came through a male, that would
increase the log-odds of reposting by 0.294. If the parent had many friends/followers,
then per any log-unit in their number, the log-odds of the ego reposting the message
would decrease by 1.212, signaling that the ego would be less attentive to any single
post from this parent. Every 1 USD increase in the value of the gift, offered for reposting
the message, increases the log-odds of reposting by 0.001; note that this can be a
substantial increase for the gifts worth several hundred dollars. Now, if the parent’s
repost is already reposted by one of its friends/followers (besides the ego) then the log-
odds of the ego following suit increases by 1.663. Finally, per any log-unit in the number
of reposts the ego contributed during the study period (reflecting the ego’s overall
reposting activity), the log-odds of the ego reposting this particular message increases
by 0.445.

We proceed with a detailed summary of the observations made by comparing the
regression outputs across “Free gift” and “non-Free gift” groups and across the circum‐
stance Sets 1, 2, and 3.

First, we report the observation of user behavior in reposting the messages that
reached them through other users. We find that the users in “Free gift” groups are less
likely to repost a message with minimal expected reward, compared to the (always un-
incentivized) messages from topical groups, per the models’ baselines. Males are less
likely to repost messages than females, in general, and even more so in “Free gift”
groups. Yet, if an “Free gift” message reaches an ego’s wall through a male peer, then
it is more likely to be reposted, which is not the case for un-incentivized messages: in
the latter case, the sex of a parent matters much less, with the reposts from females
slightly more likely to be further reposted. Messages arriving to the ego through from
bulk reposters (i.e., those with many friends/followers) are less likely to be reposted, in
general, – and this effect is about the same with “Free gift” and “non-Free gift” groups.
The effect of reposts at a parent level attracting more reposts is equally strong for the
messages originated by groups of all types. Bulk reposters (i.e., those who repost a lot)
appear to value “Free gift” messages more than the non-bulk reposters.

Second, we discuss the insights of user behavior in reposting the messages that come
to them through groups. We begin by looking at the members of the authority groups
(original message creators). The baseline log-odds of reposting is about the same for
such groups’ members, no matter if the group is a “Free gift” or “non-Free gift” one.
Sex difference is less of an effect for group members, but still, males are less likely to
repost messages than females. The volume of reposts the ego makes has about the same
effect on the repost log-odds for “Free gift” and “non-Free gift” group members, which
is different from the behavior of the users who do not subscribe to authority groups.
Finally, we turn attention to the users whom the message in question reaches through
hub groups. Under such circumstances, the baseline log-odds of reposting a message
from a “Free gift” group is higher than that of reposting an un-incentivized message.
Sex difference has a much less pronounced effect on reposting activity among the hub
subscribers. Quite interestingly, volume reposters are less likely to repost an incentivized
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post coming through their hub group than an un-incentivized post – this is in contrast
with the user behavior in reposting the messages that reach them through peers (i.e., not
through groups).

Third, we compare the user behavior across the three sets of repost opportunity
circumstances. We find that the repost baseline for the hub groups is overall higher than
for authority groups (both for incentivized and un-incentivized message reposting).
Moreover, in turn, the baseline for reposting from friends (i.e., for the messages received
through other users as opposed to directly from/through groups) is even higher.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we analyze reposting cascades of the posts sent by 11 groups in social
media site VK.com. Groups post messages on different topics; three groups out of 11
concentrate on posting advertisement messages, where incentive is offered to the users
who would repost it in their own wall. We have gathered all messages sent by 11 groups,
and data on reposts of those messages. Average number of reposts per post for the groups
offering incentives for the repost is higher than of those which do not offer any incentives.
Out of ten mostly reposted messages in our dataset, nine belong to groups offering
incentives, however mostly the reposts are done by users who are members of these
groups, and depth of the cascades are less than in the other groups (such as those which
post news).
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